International Training Course:
Capoeira as a tool in working with
youth with fewer opportunities
About training course
Training course was held in Zadar, Croatia during the summer of 2013, from August 31st till
September 6th. Participants were 17 young enthusiasts - capoeira trainers and youth workers
from capoeira organizations that include youth with fewer opportunities through their
activities. They came from Croatia (Capoeira
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Amazonas, Capoeira Beira do Rio, Capoeira
Camarada), Slovenia (Športno in kulturno društvo
Capoeira Slovenia), Slovakia (Capoera Oxumare)
and Czech Republic (Coração de Capoeira).
Training course was financed by Youth in Action –
action 4.3 - Training and Networking of those active
in youth work and youth organisations.
Training was conducted by two trainers with
experience in informal education of young people
with fewer opportunities and in working with young
people with fewer opportunities using capoeira.
Through training, participants learned more about
the principles and methodology of nonformal
learning and they deepened their understanding of
term „youth with fewer opportunities“. In the end,
they created workshops for youth work using
capoeira as a tool in learning process.
Training course is conducted as planned, with few
minor modifications due to weather conditions,
accomodation and adjustments to needs and interests
of participants.

YOUTH WITH FEWER OPPORTUNITIES
"Young
people
with
fewer
opportunities" are young people that
are at a disadvantage compared to
their peers because they face one or
more of the following obstacles: social
obstacles (e.g. young people with
limited social skills or anti-social or
risky sexual behaviours), economic
obstacles (e.g. young people with a
low standard of living), disabilities (e.g.
young people with mental, physical,
sensory
or
other
disabilities),
educational difficulties (e.g. learning
difficulties, early school-leavers and
school dropouts), cultural differences
(e.g. immigrants or refugees or
descendants from immigrant or
refugee families), health problems
(e.g. young people with chronic health
problems) or geographical obstacles
(e.g. young people from remote, rural
or hilly areas).
Source:https://www.saltoyouth.net/rc/inclusion/inclusionfornas
/inclusionstrategy/inclusiondefinition/
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About trainers
Sunčana Kusturin (CRO)
Social worker with experience in psychosocial work with children and youth. Sunčana works
as an educator and supervisor of professionals and parents that want to improve their
approach to children and youth. She is interested in subjects such as non-formal education,
behavioral disorders, intercultural learning, sex and gender, communication, etc.
Tena Kostanjšek (CRO)
Social pedagogue and capoeira instructor with experience in work with children and youth in
the area of prevention of behavioral disorders. Tena successfully manages to implement her
professional knowledge into work as capoeira instructor. Her interests in using capoeira in
psychosocial work resulted in development of prevention programmes for children and youth
where capoeira is used as a tool.

About Youth in Action
Youth in Action is the EU Programme for
young people aged 15-28 (in some cases 1330) or as in a case of trainings for youth
workers there is no age limit). It aims to
inspire a sense of active citizenship,
solidarity and tolerance among young
Europeans and to involve them in shaping
the Union's future. Youth in Action is a
programme for all. It promotes mobility within and beyond the EU borders, non-formal
learning and intercultural dialogue, and encourages the inclusion of all young people,
regardless of their educational, social and cultural background. You can find more info about
YIA on the site of European commission: http://ec.europa.eu/youth/youth-in-actionprogramme/overview_en.html.

Why Capoeira?
Capoeira is an Afro-Brazilian art which combines elements of martial arts, acrobatics, dance
and music through playing in non-violent enviroment. It is not just a recreational activity that
is good for building up endurance and strength, but has positive effects on both physical and
mental well-being. It helps to develop self-discipline and sense of responsibility, as well as to
build up self-confidence and self-esteem. Capoeira promotes prosocial behaviors and teaches
how to control emotions in different situations, which makes it great tool in work with
children and youth with fewer opportunities.
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CAPOEIRA AS WE SEE IT
Four groups have had the task to write down the principles and benefits of capoeira. Most
frequently mentioned principles were tradition, respect, expression, creativity and freedom.
Some also state that commitment, discipline, unity and cooperation are important principles of
this cultural expression. For some it is difficult to say if they are a principle or rather a benefit… By
naming them “benciples” it is possible to avoid the strict division and labeling (the word was
accidently invented by one of the groups). So the benciples of capoeira would be musicality,
friendship, (comm)unity, both equality and diversity, communication, diverse education,
movement and positive energy. As the most common benefits, the groups numbered being active
and creative, effective and productive way of spending free time, understanding different skills,
achieving knowledge in different aspects and cultures, joyfulness, will-strengthening, fast
decision-making, talent-developing, boosting self-confidence, character-building, meeting new
people and travelling, fighting to express oneself but not to hurt someone; developing
persistence, being a part of a group, having a sense of family, learning how to sing, play or even
create an instrument, learn a new language, dance, become fit, learn acrobatics, get a lot of
positive energy and happiness, the “life is good-vibe”. In other words, capoeira creates a healthy
environment for the psychosocial and physical development promoting intercultural exchange
and awareness.
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Goals
Aims and objectives set for training course were as following:
Aims:
-

competence development of the participants in using capoeira as a tool in working
with youth with fewer opportunities

-

capacities development of capoeira organizations that work with youth with fewer
opportunities

Objectives:
-

to deepen the understanding of the term “youth with fewer opportunities”

-

to improve knowledge of the principals of nonformal learning

-

to promote nonformal learning as a way of teaching

-

to improve competences of the participants for using capoeira as a tool for learning
life skills

-

to create methods for working with youth with fewer opportunities where capoeira
elements are used

-

to share created methods online and create an online network for sharing experience

-

to exchange tools and approaches in working with youth with fewer opportunities

-

to deepen the understanding of the influence of different european cultures on capoeira

-

to promote Youth in Action as a tool in working with youth with fewer opportunities

Evaluation data showed that goals set for this training course are achieved.

Evaluation results
Evaluation data were collected in verbal and written form on the last day of training course.
In verbal evaluation participants pointed out some benefits of training course, such as new
ideas, new friendships, energy and motivation, „tool box“ for future work, strong connection
with other group members, dreams, etc.
Questionnaire for written evaluation consisted of 17 questions. Two questions were closedended questions, with rating scale from 1 to 5, where „1“ represents lowest grade and „5“
highest grade. Other questions were open-ended or combination of rating scale and further
explanation of one's answer.
In total, participants evaluated their general satisfaction with the training course with an
average grade 4.9. Some of the statements from explanations are following:

-

„Everything was prepared very well. Explanations were very clear. Group building
was strong. I liked all of the participants and felt completely comfortable with them.“

-

„The training was conducted in a nice, stimulating environment with young people all
enthusiastic about the same idea. What else to say – magic happened.“

-

„New experience, new friendships, opened my eyes.“

-

„It reached and exceeded my expectations: great teachers with a lot of knowledge and
flexibility in passing this knowledge to the participants. All the content had a meaning
and was coherent. I liked also the time management and how the sessions were
structured so that we are not oveloaded with informations.“

Participants also evaluated the improvement of competences to use capoeira as an educational
tool while working with youth with fewer opportunities. Average grade was 4.8, explained in
following:
-

„I learned to always look for a hidden lesson behind the activity.“

-

„It actually created my competences to use capoeira this way“

-

„Before I had really little experience in that field, but now I can say that I feel ready to
dedicate big part of my energy in that direction. I got a great theoretical background
and turned it into practice.“

Participants evaluated the improvement of the capacities of organisation to use capoeira in
work with youth with fewer opportunities, and average grade was 4.6. Some of the
explanations were following:
-

„Involving other trainers from our club definitely helped with improving capacities of
our organisation.“

-

„Now my organisation has one more educated member eager to work with youth with
fewer opportunities.“

-

„Four of us got a lot of new information, ideas and new connections. We have a better
understanding of this field of work and a concept of how to make a project for youth
with fewer opportunities.“

Variety of methods used during training course was evaluated with an average grade 4.8,
while answers were explained with these statements like following:
-

„Games, activities, reflection groups – very good and interesting.“

-

„There was a wide variety of methods and approaches.“

-

„Every day we have been presented with different activities which can be used in
youth work, so by the end of it we have a whole repertoire in our hands.“

Participants evaluated their satisfaction with gained knowledge with an average grade 4.8, and
as main thing they have learned they mentioned development of team spirit, learning how to
create a workshop, thinking in advance, learning to work with a group, etc.
Also, they evaluated their own participation in the course with an average grade 4.0, which is
explained in some of their statements:
-

„I must be more active.“

-

„I was cooperating and participating in every activity, but it's a pity I have no
experience to show to someone.“

-

„I gave my best because I was happy.“

Workshops
During the training course participants learned how to create their own methods for youth
work. At the end of a course they designed 6 workshops in which they used capoeira elements
as part of the learning process. These workshops are intended for work with youth with fewer
opportunities and can be used as a part of capoeira training.

(1) COOPERATION
Target group: an intermediate group of Capoeira trainees aged 14 and above; the minimum
number of trainees is 10.
Goals: To learn how to lead and follow and how to cooperate in a group.
Time: 60 - 90 min.
Materials: ball
WORKSHOP:
1) Warm up and CAPONJA (45 min.)
After a quick stretching you start by going through all the capoeira movements so as to get the
trainees remember. After that pair the trainees up and have them spar, but tell them to be
ready. When you clap your hands, they have to freeze in the middle of what they were
performing at that moment. After a couple of times you divide them into those that were in
attacking positions when frozen and those that were in defensive positions. (20 minutes)
With these two groups formed you start a game called CAPONJA. In this game each player
succesively makes a move, only one move is allowed. When it is your turn you can only
attack or you can move. The attacks must be using quick ''ninja'' cuts with your hands like you
see in cartoons and you can only attack others hands. The movement must be from capoeira.
When you get attacked you are only allowed to move your hands and if you get hit you are
thrown out of the game, but you have to keep cheering for your teammates. You can repeat
the game a couple of times and when the trainees get the hang of it, you can make it harder by
choosing only one movement they can use. (15 minutes)
After the exercise you can ask them what happened , if they cooperated as a grouop, did the
cooperation help them to win the game as a group and so on. (10 minutes)
2) CAPOBALL (30 min.)
When you finish the reflection, you start by practicing capoeira esquivas and kicks that will
be used in the next game that is called CAPOBALL. When explaining this game to the group
you have to make sure everybody understood what they are doing. Everybody starts at the
same spot and the trainer throws the ball in the middle of the group. Whoever catches the ball
is the attacker and the rest of the group needs to coordinate their defense – they have to evade
the attacker but stay together, they are not allowed to spread out. As in caponja start by only
allowing one kisk and one movement at a time for both parties and upgrade from there when
you see the group becomes more fluent. (20 minutes)
Again, do a reflection after the game, asking the same questions as before. And you conclude
by summing up all that they have learned about the group cooperation at this practice. (10
minutes)

(2) MAKE A CHANGE – NON-VIOLENT CONFLICT SOLVING
Target group: any group of children, especially children with violent or aggressive
behaviour.
Age: 12 and above.
Context and when to use it: any time when the group is already formed. It can be used as
part of a many workshops with a violent behaviour theme or as an individual workshop of
same subject. Not to be used when the group is still forming or when there are members who
are already in a conflict.
And they should know some capoeira basics as well.
Aims:
General aim:
to lower violent reaction in children’s behaviour
Specific aims:
- to realize how conflicts starts
- to realize consequences of violent and non-violent behaviour
- to learn what to do to avoid violent behaviour
- to learn to adapt your behaviour according to the situation (capoeira related aim).
Material: Berimbao, other instruments if you wish
Time: 45 – 60 min.
WORKSHOP:
1)Activity – What happened?
First you divide group in two smaller groups. One is group is told just to ginga in pair with
someone from another group. Tell them just to relax, it’s a warm up, just ginga… The other
group is told also just to ginga, but when they hear that the berimbao has changed the rhythm
to do bencao very fast and out of the sudden. This is bit complicate to do because the first
group shouldn’t get suspicious about different instructions. It’s easier if there are two trainers.
Then you start the game playing the slower rhythm on the berimbao. Out of the sudden
change the rhythm into a faster one. When the other group does the bencao, you should stop
the game because conflicts may start. Without any explanation you tell them new instructions.
Now we start the same but when the first group realises bencao, the other can answer in any
manner that they feel like. Just to do whatever they want, act naturally. Then start playing
berimbao again, do everything the same. Again, when they do bencao and reaction, end the
game.
During the debriefing you can ask them what happened, how did they feel. The aim is to
explore their feelings when someone acts violently towards them. How they feel? What is that
they want to do to that person? Has it ever happened to them in real life? Or have they acted
like that to someone in real life?
2.) Activity – When we hit back!
Second activity has the same rules for every one. Idea is to explore what happens and how
they feel when they react to violence with violence.

So, they are playing in pairs again (you can change and mix pairs now). One of the pair does
round kicks (armada, quexiada, meia lua, passa pe…) and the other hits back with a round
kick in the other side (contra kicks). You can do this for a while, changing roles and pairs.
When you think it’s enough, go to the next activity without debriefing.
3.) Activity – Make a change!
In this activity they continue playing capoeira in pairs and one starts with a round kick as
well. But, now the other has to answer with a movement (not a kick) avoiding the kick and
moving in different directions following the kick. The idea is to make a change, to avoid
violent reaction and to outsmart the other player, to provoke him with avoiding his kicks. For
example, one can do a simple au (cartwheel) from esquiva lateral, or do an a esquiva with
going behind partners back, or go in the esquiva close to the partner (maybe cocorinha)
tickling him on the stomach etc, etc.
Also change roles and pairs. For activities 2. and 3. is good to keep the same pace of the
berimbau rhythm.
When you are done with that do the debriefing for both activities. Idea is for them to notice
how did they react how did they feel doing second and doing third activity? Which one was
better and way? The point is to make a connection with a real life and for them to understand
that conflicts often start the same. There’s always the same pattern and people are used to act
like that and don’t even think about changing something. But we can change something, we
can make change. We can change something that will stop violent behaviour. All we have to
do is not respond to violence with violence.
4.) Activity – World peace
Well, the last activity is very simple. Make a roda, tell them to use this esquivas and
outsmarting techniques from previous activity as much as they can. Try to make very cheerful
atmosphere during roda so that everybody can feel happy.

(3) RAISE YOUR VOICE
Training course by Pavel Husky Kučera and Ingrid Begalová.
Main aim: Reduce the fear from public presentation.
Goals:
 reduce the fear from singing in public,
 learn to work with the voice and breath.
Time: 45 min.
Age: over 18
Group: 10 people (or more)
Reason: Young people doing capoeira more then one year are afraid of singing and if they
sing it isn't singing but just speaking or shouting.
Needed materials: 2 cordaas.

WORKSHOP:
1.) Warm up – 10 minutes
Warm up through the game AGOGO: Participants are divided to 2 groups. The playing field
is divided to 2 parts by cordaas (rope) lying on the floor. One person breath in as deep as
know and with word „A-go-go-go-go...“ run through the rope on the second half of playing
field where touch one person and run back. Second group have to catch him and don't allow
him to go back to his half of field. If this person run back then touched person go to his group,
if he lost the breath before getting to his field he stay on the opponents field. Then goes the
person from other group and do the same. The game can continue till one group catch all
people from other group or till everyone from group will catch one time.
2.) Breathing in circle – 5 minutes
Participants stand in circle with closed eyes. Start to breath to lung as ussually, few times.
Then try to breath deeper and after breath in hold the breath in lung for 2 seconds and then
breath out with consonant “s” (ssss like snake). Repeat few times. Next step is to put the
hands on the abdomen and start to breath to the diaphragm. First breathing normally few
times and then breathing deeper with holding the breath and breathing out with consonant “s”.
The last step is to join breathing to lung with breathing to diaphragm and do the same
exercises.
The bonus is to repeat „A-go-go-go-go...“ together.
3.) Tongue twister – 5 minutes
Participants stay or sit in circle and repeat sentence “PUDL PRDL PUDR” 3 times. All group
together, then smaller and smaller group till couples. The task is to repeat the sentence 3 times
as quick as possible. Then the participants can try another tongue twister that they know.

4.) Voice range – 5 minutes
Participants stay in circle and together sing vocals “A-E-I-O-U” on the one tone, moving the
scale up and down. The trainer indicates the tone and participants repeat it.
5.) Skits – 15 – 20 minutes
Participants are divided to 2 groups. Every group has to prepare the short skit on the given
topic and present it to other group. The actors can use just their voice and sounds, not speech
to their presentation of story. The audience has closed eyes and has to guess the topic just by
listening to the sounds.
The topics: Maculele, Mercado Modelo.
Time for preparing the skit is 8 minutes. Time for presentation 4 minutes.
In case of non guess the topic they can repeat the skit once again.
6.) Song – 8 minutes
Participants stay in the circle and moving one direction with shuffling legs on the floor. Then
add to shuffle the phrase “chue chue chua” and repeat it. Next step is to change speech to
singing the same phrase. The last step is to sing all song during shuffling. The trainer can add
the “volume” to the song, to move the hand up and down to reduce the volume.

The song:
Eu pisei na folha seca
Eu ouvi fazer chue-chua
Chue, chue, chue, chua
Eu ouvi fazer chue-chua
Joga o nego para cima
Eu ouvi fazer chue-chua
Deixa o nego vadiar
Eu ouvi fazer chue-chua
Na volta que o mundu dá
Eu ouvi fazer chue-chua

(4) COORDINATION AND BODY BALANCE
Members of the group : Boris Marcinov, Martin Mruk, Rastislav Galo
Main goal of the workshop:
To introduce oneself and eliminate shyness
Goals :





To learn something about your comrades in group
To create trust between members of the group
To learn how to cooperate with someone
Developing rhythm feeling

Time : 45 min
Materials: some bonbons, some scarfs (depends on number of students), berimbau/CD
Participants : min 6, max 20 (the best group : 10-12 years old)
WORKSHOP:
Quatro hunting game :
Everyone is in queda de quatro (squat with hands leaned on the floor behind your back). One
is hunting others, but there is a condition that one must catch someone just with his leg
touching other´s leg. When someone is in danger to be cought, he can do the cocorinha
(bended knees with head almost between their knees) and say something about him (his name,
hobby ...). If he do cocorinha, that means he is in something like safe mod but it can last at
most for 8 seconds.
Note : Its about choice of trainer if its better if just one is hunting, or everyone who is cought.
Is better if hunters are colored in some way (scarf for example). Playing area must be strict
termed.
10 min
Sweet reward :
At first everyone draw loss from hat or something. In the hat are small closed papers with
numbers – each number is two times in the hat. For example one loss 3, so the one finds
another one with number 3 and then form a pair. One binds up scarf across others face so his
eyes are blinded. Then everyone left the training room for 2 minutes. Trainers conceal
bonbons wherever in the traing room, then call all back. The one who can see should navigate
the blinded one to bonbons without touching him, but the one blinded must collect them. The
pair with the most bonbons is winning. They can keep bonbons. Then change – the one who
was blinded now bind up the scarf across his comerade´s face and the whole game can be
repeated.
Note : Trainer can build some barriers in the training room (ropes-like spider web)
20 min

Balance in rhythm :
Members form a roda. Trainer plays on berimbau some rhythm in medium or slow tempo (4
notes in tact). At first group is trying to catch the rhythm with their legs cluttering on the
floor. When its done, everyone is holding their hands and march to the middle of the roda (4
steps/notes), then everyone is trying to hold his leg unbended in the air as high as one can
(4notes), then changes leg. Four steps backwards and then on 4 notes standing in cadeira (with
bended knees).
Note : Good choice is to teach them claping with hands after this at first just on the first and
third note, then the whole claping rhythm palma de Bimba (first three notes).
7 min

(5) INTEGRATION OF A SHY AND INTROVERTED CHILD IN AN EXISTING
GROUP
Target group: every group of children that is open for newcomers (basically, every children
Capoeira group)
Age: 8 - 12
When to use it: Use it when you have a new shy kid on your class for few first times.
It would be helpful if the existing group already knows the concept. In that way the already
integrated kids would be able to help with new kids. It can also be used for the first class with
new group.
Aims:
General aim:
Support and ease of shy and introvert members
Specific aim:
1. development of cohesion
2. creation of safe atmosphere
3. establishing group connection
Material: Instruments/hands, paper and pencile
WORKSHOP:
Activity 1.
Kids sit in a circle. A teacher first sets a magical atmosphere for the kids (jungle, sounds…).
In this atmosphere kids pick an animal. Then, one by one they do a capoeira and greeting
movement how their animal would do it.
The goal of this activity is to make kids relax, create safe environment.
Activity 2.
Everybody moves around doing capoeira element and when they meet they greet with their
greeting movement. Then we create a danger element (fire, earthquake, volcano…) where
every animal got hurt and make them choose their disability. We create imaginary obstacles
that they have to overcome with help of each other.
Roling rocks – moving away, going over
Trunks of tree – going under
River – going across
Fire wall – jumping through
After they made it we create animal celebration wher their disabilities go away!
The goal of this activity is to create first step of integration and making kids see that relying
ant trusting another is very important.

Also, every kid feels their own and disability of other and sympathize with it.

Activity 3.
Now we move the story to a village outside the jungle, where people live and they have their
own movement game called Capoeira! We divide them into two groups that face each others.
One group makes only attacks and another defence. They exchange in activity until every
child makes every attack and defence.
This activity is important to slowly introduce Capoeira and continue with integration process.

Activity 4.
Make a circle. Introduce some body/instrument sounds. Show combination. Now we cam play
making orchestra or/and let them make their own.
This is non contact activity that is very important integrational stage. Everybody create on
harmony and every contribute is equally important.
Through music kids relax and open their personal space.

Activity 5.
We give a piece of paper and pencil to every kid. Then they write ther thoughts…what they
liked or disliked. We make paper airplane, and we throw them to release our thoughts that
bother us. This thoughts are now free in the air.
The last activity is especially important for the shy individual because it shows him that it is
safe to express, nobody will judge you and that it is possible to relieve of the hevy things
sitting on our chest.

(6) GOOD VIBRATIONS – A POSITIVE TRIBE
Members of the group: Lara Pleše, Martin Šustek, Ida Uran
Main aim:
Develop trust among group members on capoeira training
Goals:






To improve relationships between members
Developing relationships within the group
Developing cooperation among members
Practice and learn the history of capoeira through interactive fun story/game
Learn how to trust others and learn how to cooperate

Time: 90min
Materials: 3 ropes same size (cc 1m), 1 longer rope (cc 4 m), 3 scarfs
Participants: min: 9 and max: 12
WORKSHOP:
Warming up:
One child is catching others and the rest of participants are running, when the catcher gets a
person he/she needs to bend down in cocorinha; he/she is rescued/released when the free
participants do mea lua de frenche over him. The game is finished when everyone is in a
cocorinha.
Note: You can change or add catcher during the game.
5min
Streching:
All participants are in a roda and each of them is showing one stretching exercise.
Note: Be aware that exercises are done properly and under control by the trainer.
15min
Capoeira (hi)story game –consist of three parts:
Note: Set all materials needed before class begin.
I. part- A tribe in Africa
Once upon a time in Africa there was a tribe practicing their own games. They have a rule
that the strongest one always helps the others, so together they would be undefeatable. By
practicing and helping each other they learn kicks properly and become so good they can kick
with eyes closed/blinded.
Divide group into 3 smaller groups with same number of players. In each group one has to be
blind folded while the rest group member has to tell him (leaded by voce) the way to the place
where rope is hanging and when to hit it with a proper kick (kick is defined by trainer). After
successfully preformed kick “blind” member is returning to his group and the other

participant of the group blinds their eyes. . The game is finished when all members from one
group successfully preform kicks and return to the group.
After one group finishes first goes to help others groups to finished successfully.
25min
II. part – On ship to Brazil
One day white people came to Africa and took the Positive tribe on the ship to become slaves
in Brazil. They travel for a long time, they are all squeezed on the ship, there is no light, no
water and it is hot. Despite the trouble they find a positive vibration and become to play
games so the time passes quickly and they forget about their bad situation.
Game: Chue-chua clap
Everyone is sitting in a roda with their palms up; left neighbors palm must be over yours, and
right neighbor palm must me under yours. One starts singing a song “Eu vi fazer chue-chua“
and claps with his right palm neighbors right palm, then the other claps and so on in a circle
in rhythm of the song.
Eu pisei na folha seca
E vi fazer chue-chua
Chue, chue, chue, chuaž
Eu vi fazer chue-chua
When the song finishes with last chue-chua words the one who claps the last have to slap the
neighbors palm harder – and the neighbor needs to move his palm so he wins, and the person
who was clapping the last, claps into his own palm- if that happens he looses the game and
needs to get out of the roda. Otherwise the other person looses, the one who got the last clap.
He needs to get out the roda if he doesn’t win. The game lasts till one person remains in the
roda. He is a winner.
10min
III.part – Brazil
When slaves from Africa come to Brazil by ship, they are chained all together. Their legs are
tied together so they cannot move properly. They need to learn how to be united and to
cooperate with eachother if they want to become free.
Every member has one leg (ex. left) tide by a rope, trainer gives them a task (kick) they all
have to perform at the same time. Example: they have to do keshada; they have to cooperate
and preformed the kick all together at the same time if they want to succeed.
Note: The kicks and a game depends on a group level . SO they will need to find a leader who
will say 1,2,3, now so they are united when they kick. The game can be measured by time,
they can kick 5 kicks in 10 repeats in x amount of time.
20min
Feedback
Talk with them about what happened? How did they feel being blind folded, in chains…?
What did they like, what didn’t? What would they change?
15min

A glimpse into the future
As a result of growing enthusiasm and motivation during and after training course, we made a
decision to continue our work in connecting people and organizations engaged in work with
youth with fewer opportunities using capoeira as a tool. We decided to expand our scope, so
we started a web page “Capoeira – tool for a change”.
The page was developed as an initiative from Capoeira Amazonas Croatia Association and
came as a result of the international training course “Capoeira as a tool in working with youth
with fewer opportunities”, realized with partners: Capoeira Oxumare Slovakia, Capoeira
Slovenia, Coração de Capoeira Czech Republic. It provides support for all capoeira trainers
that are including youth with fewer opportunities in their work. The aim of this page is to
offer the possibility of promoting the work of capoeira trainers and also to serve as a
catalogue of proven and developing methods in youth work. On the web page you can find
different information, ideas and techniques that can be used in youth work.
Find us at:
www.amazonas.hr/capoeiratool
and contact on:
capoeiratool@amazonas.hr

Join our online community and:
-

find usefull links and tools
share your examples, ideas and projects
find good practice examples and information about other projects
propose new ideas and establish new partnerships
find and share information abouth youth events in and arround your country

The page is not affiliated with any Capoeira Group or style. It encourages all groups and
styles of Capoeira to join and contribute by sharing content related to the topic.

This brochure has been produced with assistance of the European Union. The contents of this
brochure are the responsibility of Capoeira Amazonas Zagreb Association and can in no way be taken
to reflect the views of the European Union

